UCLA Edward A. Bouchet Graduate Honor Society

UCLA Application Checklist

Online Application: https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3857338/UCLABouchetApp17

Due: Sunday, October 29, 2017, 11:59PM PST

Required Application Materials (to be uploaded through the online application):

- Completed online application

- Statement of Purpose: (2-3 pages, double spaced, 12pt, Times New Roman) that explains how the individual embodies the characteristics of Dr. Bouchet (scholarship, leadership, character, service and advocacy) and the mission of the UCLA Bouchet Graduate Honor Society. The statement should also describe the applicant's anticipated contribution to the Society.

- An unofficial copy of the applicant's graduate school UCLA transcript

- A current curriculum vitae

- One letter of recommendation from one of the following*
  - the nominee’s dissertation advisor
  - a graduate faculty member invested in the nominee's research
  - a faculty member, dean or director at the nominee's institution

- A nomination evaluation form from the same faculty recommender above (indicating strengths of nominee with regard to the five thrusts of the Honor Society)*

*Letter of recommendation and the nomination evaluation form should be completed by the faculty member by Sunday, October 29, 2017, 11:59PM PST. Applicants will need to send their faculty nominator the following link to access both nomination form and to upload letter of recommendation:
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3857339/Faculty

If you have any questions, please contact Sarah Valdovinos, Manager, Postdoctoral & Graduate Student Professional Development svaldovinos@grad.ucla.edu